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Following are Public Comments regarding the referenced Project: 

Good afternoon President Melgar and Commissioners. 

My name is Jean Barish. I'm a former CCSF Faculty Member, teaching Anatomy, Physiology, 
and Health Education. l have also practiced law for over 20 years. 

I am here to state my opposition to the Project, and to highlight some of the flaws in the Draft 
Subsequent EIR. (Att 1) 

This oversized project could squeeze up to 1,550 units of housing, mostly market rate, onto a 
parking lot adjoining CCSF and a quiet neighborhood of single-family homes. (Att 1) 

While it may be a developer's Field of Dreams, the project is a nightmare to the surrounding 
neighborhoods and to City College. 

It will create congestion, transit problems, lack of access to CCSF, and many other 
environmental problems. It will also convert public land, currently owned by the SF PUC and 
used by CCSF for decades, into private property for profiteering developers. And it will not meet 
the growing need in San Francisco for affordable housing. 

Coalition of San Francisco Neighborhoods, Westwood Park Neighborhood Association, and 
other groups have signed Resolutions opposing this project. Hundreds of people have signed 
petitions and letters. I hope you will pay attention to their concerns. 

I urge the Commission to consider reducing the project to one that is about 400 units, such as 
illustrated in this drawing. (Att 2) 

And now for a few specific flaws in the DSEIR. 

1) The DSEIR Initial Study eliminated many environmental impacts for review by concluding 
they were not potentially significant But these conclusions are flawed. The Study concluded 
that the project would not create adverse shadow effects, despite the fact that there would be 
new shadow on Unity Plaza for over 25% of the year, and there would be significant shadow on 
Riordan High School. 

2) The Initial Study says there would be a population increase of over 100% in the plan area, 
but concludes there would be no significant cumulative population impact because this is a tiny 
increase compared to the population of the City as a whole. This is a flawed apples and oranges 
comparison, and should not be accepted. 



3) Finally, the Initial Study concludes the project would not result in cumulative impacts on 
public services. Yet it did not analyze the impacts of the project on City College. Again, the 
DSEIR review of this impact is inadequate_ 

In these and many other areas, the DSEIR offers no objective criteria to serve as a basis for 
determining that the impacts are not significant. Accordingly, the it is a flawed document that 
must be revised before it is submitted for final review. 

In conclusion, I hope you agree this Field of Dreams should be replaced with a scaled-down, 
environmentally sound, 100% affordable project with no significant environmental impacts. 

Thank you. 
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£N;,ig~h~ods~-
COALITION FOR SAN FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOODS RESOLUTION 

REGARDING BALBOA RESERVOIR 
Whereas, the Sf Publie Uti@es Commission, in ciOse cooperatk>n wrtn various San Francisco 
agencies. is proceeding with pl.ans to build a private hOusing dcvciopmen• on pubtic land 
currentty owned by th& SF PubfJc; Utilities Commission (the "'Devek>pment"): and; 

Whereas, this DeYeiopmenl is kXated on the secbon of the Balboa Reserloir that City CoUege 
of San Francisco {"'CCSFi has improved and leased from the PUC for decades and; 

Whereas, public Janet shoUld remain in publlc hands for the public good aoo; 

Whereas. this Development would prol/lde mainly market rate, not at'forclat>le, housing 
and; 

Whereas. this De~ would eliminate parking with no corresponding improvement of 
transit alternatives. thereby Hmiting access for students who do not have other viat»e 
Oiptions;and.: 

Whefeas, construction of this Oevek>pment could delay or prevent compkmon of the CCSF 
Performing Arts and Education Center (tho .. PAE.Ci approved by voters in 2001 and 2005 bond 
measures and; 

Whereas, San Francisco pubiic agencies must abide with State Surplus Land Statute 54222. 
whiCh requires that any 1oca; agency disposing of surptus land sh:aU send, pricw to disposing of 
that property. a written offer to sell or leaSe the property _ . _ to any scnoo district in whose 
jufisdicttt:>n the land is kxated and: 

Whentas, this Development woutd have significant environmental impacts in the Surrounding 
area and: 

Be it resolved, the COafition for San Francisco Neighborhoods (CSFN) asks the SF PUC to 
transfer this public property to City CoUege of San Francrsoo and furth«more:, 

Be it resolved. the CSf N urges the CGSF Board of Trustees to exercise their right as a public 
institution to ask the SF PUC to transfer this public property to CCSF so as to koop it forever in 
pubhc hands for too pubfic good and furthermom; 

Be tt resolved, the CSFN urges the CCSF Boarc of Trustees to remain vigilant to ensure that 
the PAEC bo butlt bef0t'9 any development on the Balboa Reservott goes fofwa.rd and 
furthermote; 

Be It resolved. in the event ttiat the transfer of titie to the property 10 CCSF does not take 
piace. and the Development is pursued, the CSFN urges the CCSF Board of Trustees to remain 
vigilant to ensure that any loss of panong be mitigated bcforo any development on the Balboa 
Reservoir goes forward so as not to limit the educational access of any student. 

George Wooding, President, CSFN 
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